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Abstract

We present a Data-Driven framework for multiscale mechanical analysis of materials. The proposed framework relies on the Data-Driven formulation in mechanics \cite{1}, with the material data being directly extracted from lower-scale computations. Particular emphasis is placed on two key elements: the parametrization of material history, and the optimal sampling of the mechanical state space. We demonstrate an application of the framework in the prediction of the behavior of sand, a prototypical complex history-dependent material. In particular, the model is able to predict the material response under complex nonmonotonic loading paths, and compares well against plane strain and triaxial compression shear banding experiments.
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1. Introduction

Traditionally, the mechanical behavior of history-dependent materials has been described by empirical constitutive laws formulated within the framework of continuum thermodynamics and plasticity theory \cite{2–4}. In that context, the material state is described by internal variables that are often phenomenological, and are subject to \textit{ad-hoc} evolution laws (kinetic relations). Advances in atomistic \cite{5, 6} and micromechanical \cite{7, 8} simulation have inspired physics-based internal variables that encapsulate the microstructure (e.g. density of defects/dislocations for heterogeneous solids \cite{9, 10}, fabric tensors for granular materials \cite{11}, etc). Naturally, these developments also gave rise to multiscale methods, which attempt to either pass information from the fine to the coarse scale (hierarchical) \cite{12–15} or seamlessly connect the two scales by modeling their interaction (concurrent/semi-concurrent) \cite{16–20}.

Despite the relative success of these conventional paradigms, further progress has been hindered by many challenges. In the case of conventional constitutive modeling, the process inherently induces uncertainty due to the imperfect knowledge of the functional form of the constitutive laws \cite{1}, and their extrapolative properties beyond the finite data set used for calibration. Moreover, the process of calibration itself can be challenging due to the continuously increasing model complexity (e.g. \cite{21, 22}). On the other hand, conventional multiscale methods can be notoriously demanding in computational time and memory. The data obtained from lower-scale simulations, carried out concurrently or on-the-fly, are never reused, rendering the conventional paradigm inherently inefficient.

In light of the aforementioned challenges, and driven by the progress in Data Science, promising alternatives have surfaced in the form of machine learning and Data-Driven techniques. The first machine learning studies relied on neural networks (NN) trained with experimental data in
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order to predict mechanical behavior [23]. With the increase in computation, deep learning has found multiple applications in behavior prediction with tensor basis-[24], hybrid graph-[25] and recurrent-NN [26, 27], used as surrogates for constitutive laws or lower-scale simulations. Despite their efficiency and, in some cases, their desired built-in invariance properties, the above machine learning techniques leave a lot to be desired. They rely on a (hidden) mathematical representation of constitutive relations, therefore leading to extrapolation from the training material data set, and often depend on application-specific network architectures.

The Data-Driven paradigm for computational mechanics [1, 28] bypasses any modeling step, by formulating the problem directly on a given material data set, while enforcing pertinent constraints and conservation laws. More specifically, by defining a phase space of stress-strain field pairs, this approach leads to a distance minimization problem between a given material data set and the subset of field pairs that satisfy the conservation laws. Recently, the Data-Driven paradigm was extended to dynamics [29] and inelasticity [30]. Also, variations of the Data-Driven framework have been proposed that consider locally linear [31] or locally convex embeddings [32].

In this study, we present a new multiscale Data-Driven paradigm as a complement to conventional multiscale modeling. The framework departs from previous developments in Data-Driven computing in that i) material data are directly extracted from lower-scale computations (e.g. molecular dynamics (MD), discrete element method (DEM), finite element method (FEM)), ii) it enables optimal phase space sampling, offline or on-the-fly, and iii) it is thermodynamically consistent without imposing any constraints on the nature of history-dependence.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the general framework of Data-Driven Inelasticity, which represents our study’s point of departure. Section 3 addresses phase space sampling from lower-scale computations, and briefly introduces optimal strategies. Next, in Section 4, we discuss pertinent general representations of the material history that ensure the consistency of the multiscale computation. Finally, Section 5 presents a detailed application of the method in multiscale modeling of granular materials. We conclude with a discussion of the proposed framework in Section 6.

2. Data-Driven Inelasticity

Consider the purely mechanical problem of a body that is discretized in \( N \) nodes and \( M \) material points (Fig 1 a)). The body is subject to applied forces \( f = \{ f_\alpha \}_{\alpha = 1}^N \), and undergoes displacements \( u = \{ u_\alpha \}_{\alpha = 1}^N \) at its nodes. The internal state is characterized by local stress and strain pairs \( \{ (\varepsilon_e, \sigma_e) \}_{e = 1}^M \). We consider the pair \( z_e = (\varepsilon_e, \sigma_e) \) as a point in a local phase space \( Z_e \), and \( z = \{ z_e \}_{e = 1}^M \) as a point in the global phase space \( Z \). Within a time-discrete formulation, the internal state of the system is subject to the following compatibility and equilibrium constraints:

\[
\varepsilon_{e,k} = \mathbf{B}_e u_k, \quad e = 1, \ldots, M
\]

\[
\sum_{e=1}^M w_e \mathbf{B}_e^T \sigma_{e,k} = f_k
\]

where \( u_k, f_k, \varepsilon_k, \sigma_k \) denote the displacements, forces, strains and stresses at time \( t_k \) respectively, while \( \{ w_e \}_{e = 1}^M \) are elements of volume, and \( \mathbf{B}_e \) is a discrete strain operator for material point \( e \). A constraint set \( E_k \) may be defined as:

\[
E_k = \{ z \in Z \mid (1) \text{ and } (2) \}
\]
and consists of all the compatible and equilibrated internal states, due to the applied loads and displacements at time $t_k$.

Instead of providing closure to Equations 1 and 2 by postulating a constitutive relation $\sigma = \sigma(\varepsilon)$, the Data-Driven formulation of the mechanical problem relies directly on the material data. More specifically, the material behavior is described by a material data set $D_{e,k}$ of points $z_{e,k} \in Z_{e,k}$, that is attainable at a material point given its past local history of deformation:

$$D_{e,k} = \{(\varepsilon_{e,k}, \sigma_{e,k}) | \text{ (past local history) } \} \quad (4)$$

Accordingly, a global material data set may be defined as:

$$D_k = D_{1,k} \times \ldots \times D_{M,k}$$

The history-dependent Data-Driven problem consists of finding the compatible and equilibrated internal state $z_k \in E_k$ that minimizes the distance to the global material data set $D_k$ at time $t_k$. Equivalently, the problem consists of finding the point $y_k$ in the material data at time that is closest to the constraint set $E_{k+1}$ at time $t_k$. To this end, the local phase spaces $Z_e$ are equipped with the following metric:

$$|z_e|_e = (C_e \varepsilon_e \cdot \varepsilon_e + C_e^{-1} \sigma_e \cdot \sigma_e)^{1/2} \quad (5)$$

with corresponding global distance:

$$d(z, y) = |z - y| \quad (7)$$

Consistently, the time discrete Data-Driven problem may be formulated as:

$$\min_{y \in D_k} \min_{z \in E_k} d(z_k, y_k) = \min_{z \in E_k} \min_{y \in D_k} d(z_k, y_k) \quad (8)$$

For fixed $y_k \in D_k$, the closest point projection $z_k = P_{E_k} y_k$ involves minimizing the quadratic function $d^2(z_k, y_k)$ subject to the compatibility and equilibrium constraints (Eqs 1-2). The former may be enforced directly, while the latter may be enforced by means of Lagrange multipliers $\eta_{e,k}$, which represent virtual displacements of the system. The resulting Euler-Lagrange equations read:

$$\left( \sum_{e=1}^{M} w_e B_e^T C_e B_e \right) u_k = \sum_{e=1}^{M} w_e B_e^T C_e \varepsilon_{e,k}^* \quad (9)$$

$$\left( \sum_{e=1}^{M} w_e B_e^T C_e B_e \right) \eta_k = f_{k+1} - \sum_{e=1}^{M} w_e B_e^T \sigma_{e,k}^* \quad (10)$$

$$\sigma_{e,k} = \sigma_{e,k}^* + C_e \sum_{a=1}^{N} B_{ea} \eta_{a,k} \quad (11)$$

where $(\varepsilon_{e,k}^*, \sigma_{e,k}^*)$ is the unknown optimal local state in the material data set for material point $e$. 

3
2.1. Solution algorithm

The simplest Data-Driven solver involves the fixed point iteration:

\[ z_{k}^{(j+1)} = P_{E_k} P_{D_k} z_{k}^{(j)} \]  

(12)

where \( j \) is the iteration number, \( P_{D_k} z_{k}^{(j)} \) denotes the closest point projection onto \( D \) (i.e. finding the point in the material data set that is closest to \( z_{k}^{(j)} \)), and \( P_{E_k} y_{k}^{(j)} \) denotes the projection of a fixed \( y_{k} \in D_k \) onto \( E_k \). The algorithm converges when the local states remain unchanged under the closest point projection to the material data set [1], as shown in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1 Fixed-point solver**

**Require:** Data sets \( D_{e,1} \) (via offline phase space sampling: *Algorithms 2, 3*), Strain operators \( B_e \) (\( e = 1, ..., M \)), Applied forces \( f_1 \) for all time steps \( k = 1, ..., N_k \) do

i) Set iteration \( j = 0 \). Initial local data assignment:

for all \( e = 1, ..., M \) do

if \( k = 0 \) then

Choose \((\varepsilon_{e,1}^{(0)}, \sigma_{e,1}^{(0)})\) randomly from \( D_{e,1} \)

else

Set \((\varepsilon_{e,k}^{(0)}, \sigma_{e,k}^{(0)}) = (\varepsilon_{e,k-1}^{*}, \sigma_{e,k-1}^*)\)

end if

end for

ii) Solve Equations (9), (10) for \( u_{k}^{(j)} \) and \( \eta_{k}^{(j)} \)

iii) Compute local mechanical states:

for all \( e = 1, ..., M \) do

Solve Equations (1), (11) for \( \varepsilon_{e,k}^{(j)} \) and \( \sigma_{e,k}^{(j)} \)

end for

iv) Assign local material states:

for all \( e = 1, ..., M \) do

Choose \((\varepsilon_{e,k}^{(j+1)}, \sigma_{e,k}^{(j+1)})\) in \( D_{e,k} \) closest to \((\varepsilon_{e,k}^{(j)}, \sigma_{e,k}^{(j)})\)

end for

v) Compute global distance \( d \) via Eq. (7)

if \( d > \text{tol} \) then

Augment \( D_{e,k} \) via on-the-fly sampling: *Algorithm 4*

end if

vi) Test for convergence

if \((\varepsilon_{e,k}^{(j+1)}, \sigma_{e,k}^{(j+1)}) = (\varepsilon_{e,k}^{(j)}, \sigma_{e,k}^{(j)})\) then

Set \( u_{k} = u_{k}^{(j)}, (\varepsilon_{e,k}, \sigma_{e,k}) = (\varepsilon_{e,k}^{(j)}, \sigma_{e,k}^{(j)}) \)

else

\( j \leftarrow j + 1 \), goto ii)

end if

vi) Compute \( D_{e,k+1} \) using Equations (16), (17)

end for

Two key questions arise in a multiscale interpretation of the Data-Driven framework: i) How can we efficiently sample the phase space, offline and on-the-fly, using lower-scale computations?
ii) How we can parametrize the material history given the available data from these computations? We address these questions in the following sections.

3. Phase Space Sampling

The reliability of a multiscale Data-Driven prediction of mechanical behavior is contingent upon the quality of the material data sets compiled from lower-scale computations. The process of generating these data sets is termed phase space sampling. We discuss here two types of methods: ‘offline’ sampling, which relies on preexisting experimental data or the identification of a target subset of the phase space, and ‘on-the-fly’ sampling, which does not require any prior information. Regardless of the method of sampling, a model for micromechanical unit-cell calculations is required, which can be furnished for example by Molecular Dynamics (MD), Discrete Element (DEM), or lower-scale Finite Element (FEM) simulation, depending on the material at hand (Fig. 1 b)). The generation of unit cells at a given initial state of a given material has been addressed in multiple studies (e.g. [33] for athermal granular materials or [34] for thermalized MD systems in various ensembles.) The micromechanical model $\mathcal{M}$ takes as input, components of a local state (e.g. $\epsilon$ for a purely strain-driven calculation), and returns the remaining components of the state (e.g. $\sigma = \mathcal{M}(\epsilon)$).

3.1. Offline sampling

Within offline sampling, we propose two methods, goal-oriented sampling and minimax sampling, and provide simple algorithms for both. Goal-oriented sampling takes advantage of experimental field data to generate the input to the micromechanical calculations (Fig. 1 c)). In its simplest form, the input is the strain measured (e.g. using DIC) on different parts of a discretized deforming body. Algorithm 2 presents the simple steps involved.

![Phase Space Sampling Diagram](image_url)

Figure 1: a) Discretized macroscopic boundary value problem b) Micromechanical model for unit-cell calculations during samplings c) Proposed phase space sampling methods within the multiscale Data-Driven framework.
Algorithm 2 Offline goal-oriented phase space sampling

Require: Micromechanical model $M$, Experimental data

Calculate strains $\varepsilon_i$ on $L$ discrete points of the experimental deformed configuration

for $i = 1, \ldots, L$ do
    Carry out unit-cell calculations with imposed $\varepsilon_i$
end for

Set $D_{e,1} = \{(\varepsilon_i, M(\varepsilon_i))\}_{i \leq L}, e = 1, \ldots, M$

In the absence of experimental field data, one must resort to alternative sampling techniques. Fortunately, the Data-Driven framework naturally lends itself to optimal minimax sampling [35], due to its formulation in terms of distances in phase space. In this case, we identify a target subset $\chi$ of the phase space (heuristically or using expert knowledge), and seek the optimal input to unit-cell calculations, under computational constraints (number of calculations $L$), so as to cover $\chi$. Without loss of generality, this input is considered to be the strain (strain-driven calculations), and is determined by the solution of the following problem:

$$\min_{\varepsilon_i} \max_{z \in \chi} d(z, \{(\varepsilon_i, M(\varepsilon_i))\}_{i \leq L})$$

(13)

At the minimizers $\varepsilon^*_i$, we obtain an optimal covering $\{(\varepsilon^*_i, M(\varepsilon^*_i))\}_{i \leq L}$ of $\chi$, as shown in Fig. 1 c).

Algorithm 3 Offline minimax phase space sampling

Require: Micromechanical model $M$, Target phase subspace $\chi$

Solve (13) for the minimizers $\{(\varepsilon_i^*)\}_{i \leq L}$

Set $D_{e,1} = \{(\varepsilon_i^*, M(\varepsilon_i^*))\}_{i \leq L}, e = 1, \ldots, M$

Remark: This process may involve computationally expensive evaluations of $M(\varepsilon)$. Therefore, these may be replaced with $\hat{M}(\varepsilon)$, where $\hat{M}$ is an appropriate surrogate model or meta-model [36]. We require that the model be simple to evaluate, and able to capture essential aspects of material behavior (e.g., simple plasticity models [37] or machine learning models such as Gaussian Process regression [38] and Neural Networks), and that sufficient preexisting data exist to train the meta-model.

3.2. On-the-fly sampling

It is possible that no experimental data are available, and that we also cannot easily identify the subset of interest in phase space. In this case, we introduce a simple ‘on-the-fly’ sampling approach, that requires no prior information. The basic principle is the utilization of the Data-Driven solution itself to inform new unit-cell calculations, whenever the distance to the material data set surpasses a chosen threshold. This indicates that the particular region of phase space is not well covered by data and should be targeted by additional calculations. The steps involved are shown in Algorithm 4. As before, without loss of generality, we assume purely strain-driven calculations.
Algorithm 4 On-the-fly phase space sampling

Require: Micromechanical model \( \mathcal{M} \), Time step \( k \), Iteration \( j \), Data sets \( D_{e,k}^{(j)} \), \( e=1, \ldots, M \)

for all \( e = 1, \ldots, M \) do

Carry out unit-cell calculation imposing \( \varepsilon_{e,k}^{(j)} \) (obtained in Algorithm 1 - iii))

Augment local material data set: \( D_{e,k}^{(j+1)} \leftarrow D_{e,k}^{(j)} + \{(\varepsilon_{e,k}^{(j)}, \mathcal{M}(\varepsilon_{e,k}^{(j)}))\} \)

end for

Note that, in the applications presented later in this study, and given the presence of experimental data, we shall restrict our attention to offline goal-oriented sampling. The analysis and implementation of the remaining phase space sampling methods will be the subject of a future study.

4. History Parametrization

The efficient and compact history parametrization is a major challenge for materials with an extended memory of their deformation. The first discussion on history parametrization within the Data-Driven formulation is due to Eggersmann et al. [30], where various representational paradigms are explored, including the hereditary/history functional and the internal variable formalism. Alternatively, a thermodynamically-motivated energy based representation, where the local phase space is augmented with the free energy and the dissipation, can be considered. These two parametrizations are particularly appealing within this multiscale paradigm: the energy-based, which is material independent and universal, and the internal variable-based, which must be tailored to a particular material.

4.1. Energy-based parametrization

The energy-based approach effects a parametrization of history by enhancing the state space with the free energy \( \mathcal{A} \) and dissipation \( \mathcal{D} \), and considering their implicit relation with the remaining state variables \( \sigma, \varepsilon \). This relation is furnished by the principle of conservation of energy and the second principle (Clausius-Plank inequality):

\[
\dot{\mathcal{D}} = \sigma : \dot{\varepsilon} - \dot{\mathcal{A}} \geq 0
\]

or, in a time discrete setting, and for material point \( e \):

\[
D_{e,k+1} - D_{e,k} = \frac{\sigma_{e,k} + \sigma_{e,k+1}}{2} : (\varepsilon_{e,k+1} - \varepsilon_{e,k}) - (\mathcal{A}_{e,k+1} - \mathcal{A}_{e,k}) \geq 0
\]

We can, then, represent the local material data set at time \( t_{k+1} \) as:

\[
D_{e,k+1} = \{(\varepsilon_{e,k+1}, \sigma_{e,k+1}) \mid (\varepsilon_{e,k}, \sigma_{e,k}), (15)\}
\]

The above expression implies that the admissible stress-strain pairs at time \( t_{k+1} \) (i.e. the pairs looked up by the Data-Driven solver to find the closest point projection to the material data set) are those that are thermodynamically consistent with the previously converged state at time \( t_k \). The special case where \( D_{e,k+1} - D_{e,k} = 0 \) defines a bounded equilibrium set (or elastic domain) on the enhanced phase space. Note that, when dealing with experimental data, the equality above will never be satisfied exactly, which calls for an appropriately defined numerical threshold. As long as the state variables above are easily computable from lower-scale simulations, this parametrization
can be readily obtained.

This is the first data-driven formulation where thermodynamic constraints are explicitly imposed, as opposed to earlier models where these constraints are implicitly imposed, for example using the internal variable formalism [30] or the GENERIC formalism [39].

4.2. Internal-variable based parametrization

The second parametrization under investigation relies on enhancing the state space with a set of internal variables tailored to the material at hand. In this case, the local material data set admits the following representation [30]:

\[ \mathcal{D}_{e,k+1} = \{ (\varepsilon_{e,k+1}, \sigma_{e,k+1}) | (\varepsilon_{e,k}, \sigma_{e,k}, q_{e,k}) \} \]  

(17)

where \( q_{e,k} \) defines an internal variable - or a collection thereof - encapsulating the material history. In other words, \( \mathcal{D}_{e,k+1} \) consists of stress-strain pairs in phase space that are attainable from the initial state \( (\varepsilon_{e,k}, \sigma_{e,k}, q_{e,k}) \) or any other sufficiently neighboring state, with respect to an appropriately defined metric. Implicit, here, is the assumption that neighboring states have undergone equivalent history.

Internal variables typically encode information about the microstructure of the material. In several occasions, pertinent internal variables may be known and directly computable from lower-scale simulation data. In the general case, they may be derived through a statistical analysis of the microstructure followed by appropriate dimensionality reduction [40, 41]. The objective is to optimally encode the microstructural information in an internal variable of the lowest possible order, thereby resulting in the lowest-dimensional state space. Most importantly, the Data-Driven paradigm relies only on identifying the relevant variables, while bypassing any need for defining analytical evolution laws.

5. Application to Granular Materials

Granular materials constitute an excellent candidate for exploring the performance of the proposed framework, since they are known to exhibit complex history-dependent continuum behavior [42]. Traditionally, the quasistatic behavior of granular materials has been described by empirical constitutive laws that are formulated within the framework of plasticity [22, 43–48], and are constrained by a set of principles known as the Critical State Theory [11, 43]. Despite progress in their constitutive description, which was inspired by the recently-enhanced access to grain-scale information (XRCT [49], DEM [7], etc), this conventional modeling approach breaks down during the transition between different regimes, and often relies on prohibitively many parameters [22].

In the remainder of the paper, we will systematically investigate the proposed Data-Driven framework in the modeling of an angular sand. First, we will briefly review the recently developed Level-Set Discrete Element Method which will serve as the machinery for phase space sampling. Then we will explore the performance of the two history parametrizations, within material point simulations involving nonmonotonic loading paths. Finally, we will demonstrate the prediction of granular material behavior against experiments in two boundary value problems.
5.1. In Silico Experiments using LS-DEM

We rely on the recently developed Level-Set Discrete Element Method (LS-DEM) \cite{50} to generate granular material data sets. Similarly to the original formulation of DEM \cite{7}, LS-DEM resolves the kinematics of athermal rigid particles interacting through frictional contacts (Fig. 2), but also accounts for accurate particle morphology, described by level set functions\textsuperscript{1}. For the purpose of this study, we will assume a linear (Hookean) elastic contact law capped by Coulomb friction, which has been shown to capture all essential aspects of material behavior in sand \cite{52}. Under these assumptions, the interparticle force $f^c$ associated with a contact $c$ (Fig. 2 c)) is given by:

$$f^c = f^c_n + f^c_t$$

(18)

$$f^c_n = k_n \delta_n n$$

(19)

$$f^c_t = -\frac{\Delta s}{||\Delta s||} \min(k_t ||\Delta s||, \mu ||f_n||)$$

(20)

where $k_n$($k_t$) is the normal (tangential) Hookean stiffness, related to the elastic properties of the individual particles, $\delta_n$ is the interparticle penetration (local contact deformation), $n$ is the contact normal, $\Delta s$ the accumulated tangential contact displacement, and $\mu$ is the friction coefficient. Note that this contact law (and other more complex laws) may be described in terms of a free energy $A^c$ and kinetic potential $\psi^c$ (or its associated dissipation function $D^c$) \cite{33}. This consideration will help us seamlessly describe the energy-based history parametrization. Finally, once all forces acting at a particle $f = \sum_{c \in C_p} f^c$ and resulting moments $m$ are known, then the particle’s dynamics are updated by integrating Newton’s equations of motion, given its inertial properties.

5.2. Exploring History Parametrizations via Material Point Simulations

In this section, we specify the two parametrizations of Section 4 for the case of granular materials, and assess their performance in material point simulations. In the interest of carefully assessing these parametrizations, we will restrict ourselves to previously studied stress paths, instead of using the optimal phase space sampling strategy. Fig. 3 shows the three considered loading-unloading paths, namely isotropic compression, simple shear and constant-volume biaxial compression. For each of these paths, we perform LS-DEM experiments\textsuperscript{2} at regularly spaced levels.

\textsuperscript{1}The level-set approach to DEM dates back to \cite{51}

\textsuperscript{2}The term 'experiments' will be used throughout this section to refer to LS-DEM numerical experiments.
of pressure \( p = -\frac{1}{3} \text{tr}(\sigma) \) or deviatoric stress \( q = \sqrt{\frac{3}{2}} s \), where \( s = \sigma + pI \). At each level, experiments are repeated for multiple samples prepared at the same initial isotropic state. This allows us to generate the data sets that will be used for the subsequent Data-Driven material point predictions. Note that all simulations are non-monotonic, in order to assess the method’s ability to distinguish between loading and unloading paths.

We restrict our investigation to quasistatic deformation, in these and all subsequent experiments of this study. This is achieved by ensuring that the dimensionless inertial number \( I = \frac{\dot{\gamma} d \sqrt{\rho / p}}{205} \) is kept below a value of \( 10^{-4} \) [53]. Further, in order to avoid boundary effects, and satisfy the Hill-Mandel condition, we enforce periodic boundary conditions [54]. The 2D specimens used for these experiments are comprised of Caicos sand particles characterized during an earlier study [55] with elastic parameters \( E = 63.5 \text{ MPa}, \nu = 0.5 \) and a friction coefficient of \( \mu = 0.5 \). An example specimen is shown in Fig. 2 a).

The objective of the Data-Driven material point simulation is to determine the path that minimizes the distance to an applied strain trajectory by navigating through the available data sets in a thermodynamically consistent manner. This translates to a simplification of the Data-Driven problem of Eq. 8 to:

\[
\min_{y \in D_{k+1}} d(z_{k+1}, y_{k+1}) \quad (21)
\]

where \( z_{k+1} \) is imposed\(^3\), rather than sought from a constraint set, and \( D_{k+1} \) is given by Eq. 16 or Eq. 17, depending on the parametrization.

\[\varepsilon_y = \varepsilon_0 \]

\[\varepsilon_x = \varepsilon_0 \]

\[\text{Simple Shear} \]

\[\text{Constant-volume Biaxial} \]

\[\text{Isotropic compression} \]

\[\tau_{xy} = 0 \]

\[\sigma_y = \sigma_x \]

\[\sigma_y = \sigma_x = -\varepsilon_0 \]

\[\text{Figure 3: Stress paths for the investigated material point simulations.} \]

5.2.1. Energy-based Parametrization

Adopting the energy-based representation requires access to each of the state variables in Eq. 15. For this granular system, assuming quasistatic conditions, the average stress is given by the Love-Christoffersen expression [56]:

\[
\bar{\sigma} = \frac{1}{V} \sum_c f_c \otimes f_c
\]

(22)

where the summation runs over each contact \( c \) in the assembly. Similarly, the average strain \( \dot{\varepsilon} \) may be similarly obtained through homogenization [57] or directly from the boundary deformation of the unit cell. Assuming periodic boundary conditions, the Hill-Mandel macrohomogeneity condition [58] is satisfied, allowing us to write:

\(^3\)In fact, only the strain or stress is imposed, depending on whether is is a strain- or stress-driven calculation.

\[ dD = \sigma : de - dA \tag{23} \]

where \( dD \) derives from frictional contact dissipation:

\[ dD = \sum_c dD^c = \frac{1}{V} \sum_c f^c_t \cdot d\mathbf{u}^{c,\text{slip}} \tag{24} \]

where \( d\mathbf{u}^{c,\text{slip}} = (\mathbf{u}^{c,t} - \mathbf{u}^{c,t+dt})/k_t \)

Finally, the free energy is due to the deformation of contacts under normal and tangential loading:

\[ A = \sum_c A^c = \frac{1}{2V} \sum_c \left( \frac{||f^c_n||^2}{k_n} + \frac{||f^c_t||^2}{k_t} \right) \tag{25} \]

Let us now explore the performance of this parametrization in material point simulations. Fig. 4 shows the data collected from the isotropic compression experiments up to a pressure of 100 kPa. Different colors represent different sets of simulations, each carried out at a particular value of pressure or deviatoric stress. These represent the data points available to the Data-Driven solver, and are termed ‘Data’ in the plot legend. The initial compression of the samples is accompanied by a small increase in pressure and a large increase in dissipation, until the jamming transition \([59]\) occurs at \( \epsilon_{\text{vol}} \approx -0.015 \). Compressing beyond that point leads to a significant increase in pressure but only a small increase in dissipation. Similarly, unloading induces negligible change in volumetric strain or dissipation, therefore producing several equilibrium sets (notice the almost horizontal segments in Fig. 4 b)). The same figure shows the sequence of data points determined by the Data-Driven (DD) algorithm for a strain-driven compression cycle at a peak pressure of 50 kPa, that lies inbetween the peak pressures of the available data sets. The success of the data driven simulation is immediately verified upon comparison with a validation experiment at the same peak pressure (‘Validation’ in the plot legends). Both loading and unloading branches and well captured. Note, in passing, that the difference in terms of dissipation-free energy between different data sets and, hence, between validation and Data-Driven simulation is larger than the same difference in terms of stress-strain. In particular, dissipation is much more sensitive to the initial contact arrangement and leads to larger deviations due to its incremental calculation.

Similarly, Fig. 5 shows the data collected from the simple shear experiments up to 2\% shear strain starting from a compressed state of \( p_0 = 100 \) kPa. Until the samples experience yielding at approximately \( \tau = 25 \) kPa, the response is largely free of dissipation (Fig. 5 b)) producing once again equilibrium sets. All subsequent loading and unloading branches are tied to significant dissipation. Shown in the same figure, is the Data-Driven simulation carried out to an intermediate peak shear strain \( \gamma = 0.01 \) and followed by unloading to zero shear stress. Once again, by comparison with a validation experiment based the same shear strain history, it is clear that the algorithm is able to distinguish the best available data set at any point throughout both the loading and unloading branches.

Finally, Fig. 6 show the material data generated by the biaxial compression experiments at various initial isotropic states. The samples initially experience a decrease in pressure followed by a phase transition \([22]\) to a critical state, and, later unload to zero deviator stress. Fig. 6 b) shows the applied strain trajectory which is the input to the Data-Driven simulation, and is designed to
Figure 4: Material data sets (colored), Data-Driven simulation (♦), and validation experiment (■) in isotropic compression: a) Volumetric strain vs Pressure b) Free energy vs Dissipation

Figure 5: Material data sets (colored), Data-Driven simulation (♦), and validation experiment (■) in simple shear: a) Shear strain vs Shear stress b) Internal energy vs Dissipation

Figure 6: Material data sets (colored), Data-Driven simulation (♦), and validation experiment (■) in constant-volume biaxial compression: a) Pressure vs Stress Deviator b) Strain components $\epsilon_{xx}$ vs $\epsilon_{yy}$ c) Internal energy vs Dissipation
slightly depart from the constant volume strain trajectories readily available in the data (shown as straight lines). The algorithm is able to transition between sets, to produce a final trajectory in state space that compares well with the validation simulation (Fig. 6 a)).

5.2.2. Internal Variable-based Parametrization

We now turn to the internal variable-based representation of material history. A long-history of studying and modeling granular matter has identified several relevant internal variables such as the packing fraction and fabric tensor [22, 42, 60]. Here, following the discussion in Section 4.2, we derive the internal variables by analyzing the statistics of the internal microstructure, and performing appropriate dimensionality reductions. In this system, the microstructure may be described by the joint probability density of contact normals and forces, \( q = P_{nf}(n, f) \). The former relates to the arrangement of the contact structure, while the combination of normals and forces provides the frictional history. Tractable low-order representations may be achieved through a finite-dimensional approximation of the density. First, restricting our attention to the marginal density \( P_n(n) \), and exploiting its symmetry, we can accurately represent it by a second order Fourier expansion [40]:

\[
P_n(n) = \frac{1}{4\pi} (1 + n \cdot \alpha^n n)
\]

which reduces the problem to the determination of the 6 components of a symmetric contact anisotropy tensor \( \alpha^n \). The trace of the tensor \( \alpha^n \) represents the most important and lowest order description of state which is the packing fraction \( \phi \), or equivalently the void ratio \( e \) [60, 61], followed by the remaining 5 components describing the contact anisotropy [40, 62, 63]. Once \( P_n(n) \) is characterized, the description of the internal state is completed by describing the conditional density \( P_{f|n}(f|n) \). The simplest way to proceed is through a first-order (mean) description of this density, as \( \langle f(n) \rangle = \langle f_n(n) \rangle n + \langle f_t(n) \rangle \), where \( f_n \) and \( f_t \) are the normal and tangential force components. For the latter, accurate Fourier expansions are, once again, available [64, 65]:

\[
\langle f_n(n) \rangle = \langle f \rangle (1 + n \cdot \alpha^{fn} n) \quad \langle f_t(n) \rangle = \langle f \rangle (\alpha^{ft} n - (n \cdot \alpha^{ft} n) n)
\]

where \( \alpha^{fn} \) and \( \alpha^{ft} \) are the normal and tangential force anisotropy tensors, respectively. Based on the above, we obtain the following set of relevant internal variables:

\[
q = \{ \alpha^n, \alpha^{fn}, \alpha^{ft} \}
\]

Similarly to the energy-based representation (Section 5.2.1), these state variables (\( \sigma, \epsilon, q \)) are directly accessible from the micromechanics. While a notion of hierarchy of these variables was discussed above, a systematic investigation of their relative importance for the macroscopic response is required in order to potentially further reduce the dimensionality of the representation.

Let us now explore the performance of the internal variable-based parametrization in the same material point simulations as before. In each of the three cases (isotropic compression, simple shear, biaxial compression), the corresponding precompiled material data sets are now parametrized by

---

4 A more general representation is given by the joint probability density of contact normals, branch vectors and contact forces, \( q = P_{nf}(n, l, f) \). The combination of contact normals and branch vectors encapsulates additional information about particle shape, and becomes redundant for monodisperse spherical assemblies where \( n \equiv l \).
the contact fabric-, normal force fabric- and tangential force fabric anisotropy tensors (Eqns. 17, 28). The sum of Euclidean (Frobenius) norms of each of the three tensors provides a simple metric for this set of internal variables. Finally, a Data-Driven simulation is carried out and compared to a validation experiment.

Fig. 7 a) compares the Data-Driven simulation of isotropic compression to the corresponding validation experiment. As in the case of the energy-based parametrization, the algorithm is able to predict the pressure response of the isotropically strained sample, during both loading and unloading. Fig. 7 b) shows the evolution of the internal variables in a low-dimensional subspace spanned by the void ratio $e$ and the second invariant of the contact fabric anisotropy tensor $\alpha^\eta$. The latter represents the intensity of developing fabric, which remains approximately zero during isotropic compression.

![Figure 7: Material data sets (colored), Data-Driven simulation (♦), and validation experiment (■) in isotropic compression: a) Volumetric strain vs Pressure b) Void ratio vs Contact fabric anisotropy invariant](image)

Analogously, Fig. 8 a) compares the Data-Driven simulation of cyclic simple shear to the corresponding validation experiment, exhibiting, once again, a good agreement. Equally satisfactory
agreement is obtained in the internal variable space. Given the size of the space, we choose again to plot only a subspace spanned by $\epsilon$ and $\alpha_n$ (Fig. 8 b)). Upon loading, we observe a sharp increase in the contact fabric anisotropy, followed by a smaller increase in the void ratio upon yielding. During unloading, both variables decay to produce an almost isotropic but looser state.

Finally, we assess the performance of the parametrization in the undrained biaxial compression experiments. Fig. 9 a) shows the simulated pressure-stress deviator response to the same strain trajectory as Fig. 6 b), showing excellent agreement with the validation experiment. In terms of internal variables, Fig. 9 b) shows the evolution of the invariants of the contact- and force normal-fabric anisotropy tensors. Despite the departure of the simulated trajectory from the available individual data sets, the algorithm is able to produce consistent transitions between the data sets towards an overall good prediction of the response. This illustrates the interpolating properties of the framework.

![Figure 9](image_url)

**Figure 9:** Material data sets (colored), Data-Driven simulation (♦), and validation experiment (■) in biaxial compression: a) Pressure vs Stress Deviator b) Contact fabric anisotropy invariant vs Normal force fabric anisotropy invariant

To summarize, it was shown that both the energy-based and the internal variable-based parametrization perform well in two-dimensional material point simulations of both simple and more complex nonmonotonic stress paths. The first parametrization, furnished by thermodynamics, is universal and material independent. On the other hand, the second parametrization was tailored to granular materials by mathematically describing the microstructure and performing appropriate reductions.

### 5.3. Boundary Value Problems

We now investigate the performance of the multiscale Data-Driven paradigm, in conjunction with the energy-based history parametrization, in predicting the mechanical response in two boundary value problems: a) plane-strain fault rupture through a dense granular layer, and b) shear banding in three-dimensional triaxial compression. In the first problem, material data sets will be obtained from the experiment itself, in a demonstration of ‘self-consistent’ phase space sampling. On the other hand, in the second problem, material data sets will be independently generated through unit cell simulations, in a demonstration of the general phase space sampling approach.
5.3.1. Plane Strain Fault Rupture

We consider a sandbox experiment inspired by the fault rupture study of Anastasopoulos et al. [66]. In the latter, sand is pluviated into a rectangular container to form a specimen of a 10m width and 30m height at prototype scale. A piston underneath the sandbox forces the right part of the specimen to quasistatically subside, inducing a fault rupture through the body of sand at a 30° angle to the horizontal (Fig.10 b)).

We employ LS-DEM to simulate the experiment, by replicating the boundary conditions and using the model granular material described in [67]. A snapshot of the LS-DEM simulation along with the resulting contours of dissipation is shown in Fig.10 b). In accordance with similar observations in the physical experiment, both a primary rupture and an antithetic secondary rupture are identified at angles 125° and 52° to the horizontal, respectively.

The virtual specimen is spatiotemporally sampled to produce material data sets - including stress, strain, internal energy and dissipation, in accordance with the energy-based parametrization (Section 4.1). This is achieved by superimposing a finite element mesh on the discrete element assembly, to associate sub-assemblies to their nearest material point (Gauss integration point). This results in a number of material data sets equal to the number of material points. We refer to this type of phase space sampling as self-consistent since it is in some sense equivalent to the self-consistent Data-Driven identification from field data [68]. In contrast to the goal-oriented sampling discussed in Section 3.1 and implemented in the next application, all components of the local state are readily available, and, hence, no unit cell calculations are carried out. The data sets are initially randomly assigned to each material point in the discretized (FEM) model used for the Data-Driven simulation. Informed by the evolving boundary constraint set, the algorithm is able to make correct associations and transitions between the available data sets, and, thus, capture the mechanical response. Fig.10 c) shows the resulting contours of dissipation in the Data-Driven simulation, which compare well with those of the LS-DEM experiment. In particular, both ruptures are predicted, albeit with angles 122° and 47° respectively. Finally, Fig.11 compares the evolution of surface settlement in the LS-DEM and Data-Driven simulation verifying the good quantitative agreement.

Figure 10: a) Experimental fault rupture setup adopted from Anastasopoulos et al. [66] b) LS-DEM simulation of fault rupture c) Data-Driven simulation of fault rupture and resulting shear bands.
5.3.2. Shearing Banding in Triaxial Compression

We now consider an in-situ triaxial compression experiment on a specimen of angular (Hostun) sand, performed within an XRCT scanner, as described in [69]. Fig. 12 a) shows a 2-dimensional slice of the scanned specimen, which measures 11 mm in diameter and 22 mm in height, and is comprised of 53,939 angular grains. An encasing flexible latex membrane allows the sample to be subjected to radial cell pressure, while a freely rotating platen in contact with the top part of the sample can enforce a vertical compression. The specimen is first compressed isotropically to 100 kPa, and then compressed triaxially by keeping the cell pressure constant while prescribing a vertical displacement to the platen under quasistatic conditions. Eventually, failure occurs through the formation of a persistent shear band.

Recently, the experiment has been modelled using LS-DEM , where, for each physical grain in the sample, an equivalent virtual grain is generated through a level set imaging algorithm [52]. The resulting virtual specimen is, then, subjected to the same boundary conditions, by modeling the membrane as well as the kinematics of the platen. The deformed specimen at critical state is shown in Fig. 12 b). LS-DEM is able to capture both the onset and spatiotemporal evolution of the shear band, as reported in detail in a recent publication [52].

We now simulate the experiment using the Data-Driven framework. In a first simulation, the material data are directly gleaned from the LS-DEM calculation (Fig. 12 b)) in a self-consistent manner, as in Section 5.3.1. In a second simulation, we choose, instead, to compile new material data sets by means of periodic unit cell calculations, using goal-oriented sampling (Section 3.1). To this end, we need to generate cells (Fig. 13 a)) that are representative of the initial local states in the heterogeneous cylindrical specimen, and use them to sample the phase space. First, we compute the void ratio distribution in the specimen, which is enough to fully characterize its heterogeneity given the predominantly isotropic fabric. We then generate cells with void ratios sampled from that distribution (Fig. 13 b)).

Finally, we identify the loading paths to which we shall subject the representative unit cells. We expect that, after triaxial compression to a peak state and the associated onset of shear banding, a bifurcation of the response occurs, with the exterior of the band unloading along the same stress path, and the interior of the band undergoing locally approximately simple shear. Indeed, we can identify these paths via a simple clustering analysis of the experimental data. In particular, we employ the density-based spatial clustering algorithm DB-SCAN [70] equipped with the following distance:

\[ d(z, y) = \left| \{ z_k - y_k \}_{k=1}^N \right| \]  

arising from the history-matching metric:

Figure 11: Evolution of surface settlement profile in LS-DEM and Data-Driven simulations.
where $|z_n|$ is given by Eq. 5. The above metric induces trajectory clustering on the data, which are plotted in terms of isotropic and deviatoric invariants in Fig. 13 c). Two major clusters are obtained, one inside the shear band (red), characterized by pronounced dissipation, and one outside the shear band (blue), where the response remains almost 'elastic'. Sampling 10 paths within each cluster for a total of 20 unit cell calculations is enough to produce the required data sets. In case we encounter a solution that lies unacceptably far from the data set at any point, then additional sampling can be carried out.

In both types of simulations discussed above, the material data sets are parametrized following the energy-based approach, while FEM is used for the discretization of the macroscopic boundary value problem. Note that, in this application, localization arises from the heterogeneity of the

![Figure 12](image-url)  
Figure 12: a) XRCT of Hostun sand specimen at the end of isotropic compression. b) LS-DEM simulation, and c) Data-Driven simulation of triaxial compression (left: goal-oriented, right: self-consistent), both at critical state.

![Figure 13](image-url)  
Figure 13: a) Example periodic cell used for phase space sampling b) Initial heterogeneous local void ratio distribution in the cylindrical specimen c) Data clustering in $p-q-D$ space.
sample, rather than by a prescribed discontinuous boundary displacement (as in the fault rupture experiment). Hence, we need to provide partial information about the heterogeneous structure, in order to aid the convergence of the algorithm, and the onset of localization. This is achieved by attaching to a given material point, an initial material data set that corresponds to a void ratio similar to the initial void ratio of that material point in the experiment. This simply serves as a starting point for the fixed point iterations of the solver. Upon this initialization, all material data sets are available to each material point subject to thermodynamic constraints.

Fig. 12 c) shows the deformed specimen obtained from the self-consistent as well as the goal-oriented Data-Driven simulation at critical state. Upon comparison with the deformed LS-DEM specimen (Fig. 12 b)), it is clear that the localized response is well captured. Finally, Fig. 14 compares the macroscopic response in terms of axial strain, principal stress ratio and volumetric strain of the sample, as obtained from the experiment, LS-DEM and the two Data-Driven simulations, all showing good agreement.

![Figure 14: a) Comparison between physical experiment, LS-DEM simulation and Data-Driven prediction (self-consistent and goal-oriented) in terms of a) axial strain vs principal stress ratio and b) axial strain vs volumetric strain](image)

6. Conclusions

We have presented a new multiscale paradigm for the prediction of material behavior. The proposed framework relies on the general inelastic formulation of Data-Driven Mechanics, where the sampling of the phase space is achieved through lower-scale computations, carried out off-line or on-the-fly. The resulting material data-sets are appropriately parametrized to account for history-dependence. We have demonstrated an application of the framework to granular materials, where grain-scale computations with the Level-Set Discrete Element Method were used to generate the required data sets. Within this application, we investigated the performance of two history parametrizations: one thermodynamics-motivated and material-independent, and one internal variable-based and tailored to granular materials. The framework was able to capture the nonmonotonic and localized response in both plane-strain rupture and triaxial compression boundary value problems.
It is worth briefly contrasting Data-Driven computing to machine learning-based methods and conventional multiscale methods. Machine learning almost always requires specifying ad hoc effective coordinates, or 'features', which carry most of the information in the data. The identification of these features is also often ad hoc, and reduces the overall modeling process to old-fashioned fitting or regression. In addition, the internal representation of the machine-learned model is often hidden and devoid of physical meaning. By contrast, Data-Driven methods use the data, all the data and nothing but the data in making predictions. In particular, no empirical or subscale information is lost or manipulated in any way. The physical interpretation of the Data-Driven solutions (that the admissible equilibrium and compatible states should be as close to the data as possible) makes eminent physical sense, and the process of solution is transparent, with no hidden representations or manipulations. The proposed Data-Driven multiscale paradigm are also superior to conventional multiscale methods since the data are readily reusable for future predictions involving the same material. Since searching a material database is typically much faster than a new unit-cell calculation, as more and more data relevant to a particular application are present in the dataset, the framework becomes increasingly superior to conventional techniques.

To conclude, Data-Driven techniques will likely continue to gain popularity in an era when data from high-fidelity simulations and high-resolution experiments are becoming increasingly abundant, as long as these methods serve the long-standing objective of minimizing uncertainty and improving predictive capability. However, techniques such as the proposed framework should not be viewed as a replacement for classical constitutive modeling paradigms that have matured over the years, but rather as a complement in an emerging era of Data-Driven computing. Uncovering and mathematically describing the laws that emerge from the collective behavior of complex micromechanical systems remains a fundamental research goal, and Data-Driven techniques can only help towards that goal, by revealing how much of the rich micromechanical data is relevant to the macroscopic behavior.
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